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ジャック・ラカンセミネール 1998
this bibliography in two volumes originally published in 1988 lists and describes works by and about jacques lacan published in
french english and seven other languages including japanese and russian it incorporates and corrects where necessary all
information from earlier published bibliographies of lacan s work also included as background works are books and essays that
discuss lacan in the course of a more general study as well as all relevant items in various bibliographic sources from many
fields

The Seminar of Jacques Lacan 1988-05-19
this bibliography in two volumes originally published in 1988 lists and describes works by and about jacques lacan published in
french english and seven other languages including japanese and russian it incorporates and corrects where necessary all
information from earlier published bibliographies of lacan s work also included as background works are books and essays that
discuss lacan in the course of a more general study as well as all relevant items in various bibliographic sources from many
fields

Jacques Lacan (Volume I) (RLE: Lacan) 2014-02-05
among the numerous introductions to lacan published to date in english philippe julien s work is certainly outstanding beyond its
conceptual clarity the book constitutes an excellent guide to lacanian psychoanalytic practice andr patsalides psychoanalyst and
president lacanian school of psychoanalysis from 1953 to 1980 jacques lacan sought to accomplish a return to freud beyond post
freudianism he defined this return as a new convenant with the meaning to the freudian discovery each year through his
teaching he brought about this return what was at stake in this renewal philippe julien who joined lacan s ecole freudienne de
paris in 1968 attempts to answer this question situtated in the period after lacan julien shows that lacan s return to freud was
neither a closing of the freudian text by responding to questions left unanswered nor a reopening of the text by giving endless
new interpretations neither dogmatic nor hermeneutic lacan s return to frued was the return of an inevitable discordance
between our experience of the unconscious and any attempt to give an account of it for the unconscious by its very nature
disappears at the same moment as it is discovered it is in this sense that the author can claim that lacan s return to freud will
have been freudian constantly challenging the reader to submit to the rigors of lacan s sinuous thinking this penetrating work
goes far beyond being a mere introduction rendered into elegant english by the american translator who added numerous
footnotes and scholarly references to the french original this study brings lacanian scholarship among english readers to a new
level of sophistication neither dogmatic nor hermeneutic lacan s return to freud was the return of an inevitable discordance
between our experience of the unconscious and any attempt to give an account of it for the unconscious by its very nature
disappears at the same moment as it is discovered it is in this sense that the author can claim that lacan s return to freud was
freudian

Jacques Lacan (Volume II) (RLE: Lacan) 2014-01-23
an introduction to the works of the french psychoanalyst and thinker an account is given of lacan s thought explaining its
relevance both inside and outside psychoanalysis

Jacques Lacan's Return to Freud 1995-07-01
during the third year of his famous seminar jacques lacan gives a concise definition of psychoanalysis psychoanalysis should be
the science of language inhabited by the subject from the freudian point of view man is the subject captured and tortured by
language since psychosis is a special but emblematic case of language entrapment lacan devotes much of this year to grappling
with distinctions between the neuroses and the psychoses as he compared the two relationships symmetries and contrasts
emerge that enable him to erect a structure for psychosis freud s famous case of daniel paul schreber is central to lacan s
analysis in demonstrating the many ways that the psychotic is inhabited possessed by language lacan draws upon schreber s
own account of his psychosis and upon freud s notes on this case of paranoia the analysis of language is both fascinating and
enlightening

The Seminar of Jacques Lacan 1988
this bibliography in two volumes originally published in 1988 lists and describes works by and about jacques lacan published in
french english and seven other languages including japanese and russian it incorporates and corrects where necessary all
information from earlier published bibliographies of lacan s work also included as background works are books and essays that
discuss lacan in the course of a more general study as well as all relevant items in various bibliographic sources from many
fields

The Works of Jacques Lacan 1986
in this first english translation of a classic text by one of the foremost commentators on lacan s work nasio eloquently
demonstrates the clinical and practical import of lacan s theory even in its most difficult or obscure moments

The Psychoses 2013-11-19
this collection is the first extended interrogation in any language of jacques lacan s seminar xvii originally delivered just after the
paris uprisings of may 1968 seminar xvii marked a turning point in lacan s thought it was both a step forward in the
psychoanalytic debates and an important contribution to social and political issues collecting important analyses by many of the
major lacanian theorists and practitioners this anthology is at once an introduction critique and extension of lacan s influential
ideas the contributors examine lacan s theory of the four discourses his critique of the oedipus complex and the superego the
role of primal affects in political life and his prophetic grasp of twenty first century developments they take up these issues in
detail illuminating the lacanian concepts with in depth discussions of shame and guilt literature and intimacy femininity
perversion authority and revolt and the discourse of marketing and political rhetoric topics of more specific psychoanalytic



interest include the role of objet a philosophy and psychoanalysis the status of knowledge and the relation between
psychoanalytic practices and the modern university contributors geoff boucher marie hélène brousse justin clemens mladen
dolar oliver feltham russell grigg pierre gilles guéguen dominique hecq dominiek hoens Éric laurent juliet flower maccannell
jacques alain miller ellie ragland matthew sharpe paul verhaeghe slavoj Žižek alenka zupancic

Jacques Lacan (Volume II) (RLE: Lacan) 2014-01-23
if catherine clément took to writing the lives and legends of jacques lacan it was not only to reconnect with her lost youth it was
an act of fidelity she set out to portray her own private lacan the figure she kept behind other people s gloss and commentary

Five Lessons on the Psychoanalytic Theory of Jacques Lacan 1998-07-10
grosz gives a critical overview of lacan s work from a feminist perspective discussing previous attempts to give a feminist
reading of his work she argues for women s autonomy based on an indifference to the lacanian phallus

Jacques Lacan and the Other Side of Psychoanalysis 2006-05-23
jacques lacan and the freudian practice of psychoanalysis paints a completely new picture of the man and his ideas the book
suceeds in showing how ideas can become more accessible and re evaluates his significance within the field of psychodynamic
psychotherapy the book is structured thematically around five key issues diagnosis the analyst s position during the treatment
the management of transference the formulation of interpretations and the organisation of analytic training for each of these
issues lacan s entire work both published and unpublished material has been taken into account and theoretical principles have
been illustrated with clinical examples the book also contains the first complete bibliography of lacan s works in english clear
detailed and wide ranging jacques lacan and the freudian practice of psychoanalysis will prove essential reading not only for
professionals and students within the fields of psychology and psychiatry but for all those keen to discover a new lacan

The Lives and Legends of Jacques Lacan 1983
felman analyzes lacan s investigation of psychoanalysis not as dogma but as an ongoing self critical process of discovery by
focusing on lacan s singular way of making freud s thought new again felman shows how this moment of illumination has
become crucial to contemporary thinking and has redefined insight as such

Jacques Lacan 2002-09-11
studie over leven en werk van de franse psycho analyticus jacques lacan 1901 1981

Jacques Lacan and the Freudian Practice of Psychoanalysis 2013-01-11
lacan postulated that the psyche can be understood by means of certain structures which control our lives and our desires and
which operate differently at different logical moments or stages of formation jacques lacan and the logic of structure offers us a
reading of the major concepts of lacan in terms of his later topological theory and aims to show how this was always a concern
for lacan and not only an issue in the last seminars ellie ragland discusses how various stages of formation can be uncovered
topologically within language itself and operate to place certain properties fantasy the drive jouissance discourse and ethics in
language itself in this way she explores not only how language actually works in tandem with the properties but also gives a
different idea of what knowledge actually is and what implications that may have for reimagining and reworking differential
diagnostic structures jacques lacan and the logic of structure is a compelling exponent of the innovative approaches lacan takes
to rethinking what psychoanalysis is and what it can do to enlighten psychoanalysts and treat patients it will be essential reading
to psychoanalysts psychoanalytic psychotherapists training graduate students in the fields of film literary gender and cultural
studies

Jacques Lacan and the Adventure of Insight 1987
the french theorist lacan has always been called a literary theoretician here is for the first time a complete study of his literary
analyses and examples with an account of the importance of literature in the building of his highly original system of thought
rabate offers a systematic genealogy of lacan s theory of literature reconstructing a doctrine based upon freudian insights and
revitalised through close readings of authors as diverse as poe gide shakespeare plato claudel genet duras and joyce not simply
an essay about lacan s influences or style this book shows how the emergence of key terms like the letter and the symptom
would not have been possible without innovative readings of literary texts

Jacques Lacan 1983
jacques lacan 1901 1980 is undoubtedly the central figure of psychoanalysis in the second half of the 20th century he not only
revolutionized the psychoanalytic practice but in his return to freud he also deployed a global reinterpretation of the entire
structural linguistics and semiotics the influence of lacan s work is widespread it gave rise to passionate discussions not only in
france but also in the uk us germany italy latin america japan and eastern europe stretching beyond the field of psychoanalysis
itself to philosophy the social sciences and cultural studies the texts selected present the entire scope of the lacan debate
focusing on the four main domains of lacan s influence psychoanalytic theory and practice philosophy social sciences and
cultural studies

Jacques Lacan and the Logic of Structure 2015-06-26
lucan focuses on the power of self deception and one s systematic misrecognition of reality because one lacks innate being and
wants to eradicate this internalization of othernes



Jacques Lacan 2001-02-20
a charismatic and controversial figure lacan is one of the most important thinkers of the twentieth century and his work has
revolutionized a range of fields the volume aims to introduce lacan s vast opus to the field of international politics in a coherent
and approachable manner the volume is split into three distinct sections psychoanalysis and politics this section will frame the
discussion by providing general background of lacan s engagement with politics and the political lacan and the political each
chapter will focus on different key ideas and concepts in lacan s thought including ethics justice discourse object a symptom
jouissance political encounters seeks to represent different ways of engaging with lacanian thought and ways of adopting it to
explain and comment on global political phenomena bringing together internationally recognised scholars in the field this
volume will be an invaluable resource to students and scholars in areas including critical theory international relations political
theory and political philosophy

Jacques Lacan: Philosophy 2003
jacques lacan 1901 1980 is undoubtedly the central figure of psychoanalysis in the second half of the 20th century the texts
selected here present the entire scope of the lacan debate

Jacques Lacan: An Introduction to His Psychoanalysis 2007-10
in his famous seminar on ethics jacques lacan uses this question as his departure point for a re examination of freud s work and
the experience of psychoanalysis in relation to ethics delving into the psychoanalyst s inevitable involvement with ethical
questions lacan clarifies many of his key concepts during the seminar he discusses the problem of sublimation the paradox of
jouissance the essence of tragedy and the tragic dimension of analytical experience one of the most influential french
intellectuals of this century lacan is seen here at the height of his powers

Jacques Lacan 2015-09-16
a complete translation of the seminar that jacques lacan gave in the course of a year s teaching within the training programme
of the société française de psychanalyse

Jacques Lacan 2003
in this dialogue alain badiou shares the clearest most detailed account to date of his profound indebtedness to lacanian
psychoanalysis he explains in depth the tools lacan gave him to navigate the extremes of his other two philosophical masters
jean paul sartre and louis althusser Élisabeth roudinesco supplements badiou s experience with her own perspective on the
troubled landscape of the french analytic world since lacan s death critiquing for example the link or lack thereof between
politics and psychoanalysis in lacan s work their exchange reinvigorates how the the work of a pivotal twentieth century thinker
is perceived

The Ethics of Psychoanalysis 1959-1960 2013-11-19
unique as a truly introductory book on lacan s ideas will be useful reading for students of subjects like cultural theory critical
psychology researching psychology literary theory psychoanalysis and literature qualitative research critical theory and film
theory calum neill is well known and well respected in the field

Freud's Papers on Technique, 1953-1954 1991
this bibliography in two volumes originally published in 1988 lists and describes works by and about jacques lacan published in
french english and seven other languages including japanese and russian it incorporates and corrects where necessary all
information from earlier published bibliographies of lacan s work also included as background works are books and essays that
discuss lacan in the course of a more general study as well as all relevant items in various bibliographic sources from many
fields

Jacques Lacan, Past and Present 2014-05-06
this is the first book in english to explore in detail the genesis and consequences of lacan s concept of the real providing readers
with an invaluable key to one of the most influential ideas of modern times

Jacques Lacan 2023-06-27
offers an analysis of jacques lacan s thought for the english speaking world using empirical data as well as lacan s texts this title
demonstrates how lacan s teachings constitute a new epistemology that goes far beyond conventional thinking in
psychoanalysis psychology philosophy and linguistics

Jacques Lacan (Volume I) (Rle 2015-11-26
using lacanian psychoanalysis as a starting point campbell examines contemporary feminism s turn to accounts of feminist
knowing to create new conceptions of the political

Lacan and the Concept of the 'Real' 2012-08-07
jacques lacan is now regarded as a major psychoanalytical theorist alongside freud and jung although recognition has been
delayed by fierce arguments over his ideas written by a leading lacanian analyst introducing lacan guides the reader through his
innovations including his work on paranoia his addition of structural linguistics to freudianism and his ideas on the infant mirror



phase it also traces lacan s influence in postmodern critical thinking on art literature philosophy and feminism this is the ideal
introduction for anyone intrigued by lacan s ideas but discouraged by the complexity of his writings

Jacques Lacan 1977-01-01
this is an introductory level text with emphasis on lacan s theoretical relationship to education and which uses lacan s theories
as a springboard for a different educational discourse one that forces us to assess inward rather than outward

Jacques Lacan and the Philosophy of Psychoanalysis 1986
jacques lacan continues to be subject to the most extravagant interpretations angelic to some he is demonic to others to recall
lacan s career now that the heroic age of psychoanalysis is over is to remember an intellectual and literary adventure that
occupies a founding place in our modernity lacan went against the current of many of the hopes aroused by 1968 but embraced
their paradoxes and his language games and wordplay resonate today as so many injunctions to replace rampant individualism
with a heightened social consciousness widely recognized as the leading authority on lacan Élisabeth roudinesco revisits his life
and work what it was and what it remains

Jacques Lacan and Feminist Epistemology 2004
although many books have been published on jacques lacan that attempt to explain his work and to provide insights into the
relationship between his work and his life most of them depend largely on the small number of texts that were published in his
lifetime jacquers lacan published to great acclaim in france in 1986 has now been translated into english it is the first look at
lacan and his work from within the french context marcelle marini a knowledgeable insider provides a full chronological
biographical and bibliographical dossier year by year of the progress of lacan s work

Introducing Lacan 2014-12-01
this book includes essays by some of the finest practicing analysts and teachers of psychoanalysis in the lacanian community
today the writings offer an essential introduction to the later teachings of jacques lacan illuminate the theoretical developments
introduced by the later lacan and explore their clinical implications with remarkable acumen

Jacques Lacan and Education 2008-01-01
psychoanalysis has always been based on the eclipse of the visual and on the primacy of speech the work of jacques lacan
though is strangely full of references to the visual field from the intervention on the mirror stage in the forties to the elaboration
of the object gaze in the sixties as a consequence a long tradition of film studies used lacanian psychoanalysis in order to
explain the influence of the subject of the unconscious on the cinematographic experience what is less known is how the late
lacanian reflection on the topic of analytic formalization opened up a further dimension of the visual that goes beyond the
subjective experience of vision not in the direction of a mystical ineffable but rather toward a subtractive mathematisation of
space as in non euclidean geometries in an exhaustive overview of the whole lacanian theorization of the visual counterpointed
by a confrontation with several thinkers of cinema eisenstein straub huillet deleuze ranciere the book will lead the reader toward
the discovery of the most counterintuitive approaches of lacanian psychoanalysis to the topic of vision

Lacan 2014-03-18
the author offers the story of a young man from the provinces determined to leave his family fortune and its old fashioned
values behind the young doctor in paris who set out to reinvent clinical psychotherapy and ended up transforming fundamental
notions that shapes it all

Jacques Lacan 1992
a chance meeting of a sewing machine and an umbrella the impossible face off between a whale and a polar bear one was
devised by lautréamont the other punctuated by freud both are memorable why so they certainly tickle something in us lacan
says what it is it s about man and woman there is neither accord nor harmony between man and woman there s no programme
nothing has been predetermined every move is a shot in the dark which in modal logic is called contingency there s no way out
of it why is it so inexorable that is so necessary it really has to be reckoned that this stems from an impossibility hence the
theorem there is no sexual relation the formula has become famous in the place of what thereby punctures a hole in the real
there is a plethora of luring and enchanting images and there are discourses that prescribe what this relation must be these
discourses are mere semblance the artifice of which psychoanalysis has made apparent to all in the twenty first century this is
beyond dispute who still believes that marriage has a natural foundation since it s a fact of culture one devotes oneself to
inventing one cobbles together different constructions from whatever one can it may be better or worse there is oneness at the
heart of the present seminar this aphorism which hitherto went unnoticed complements the there is no of sexual relation stating
what there is it should be heard as one all alone alone in jouissance which is fundamentally auto erotic and alone in significance
outside any semantics here begins lacan s late teaching everything he has already taught you is here and yet everything is new
overhauled topsy turvy lacan had taught the primacy of the other in the order of truth and the order of desire here he teaches
the primacy of the one in its real dimension he rejects the two of sexual relation and that of signifying articulation he rejects the
big other the fulcrum of the dialectic of the subject disputing its existence which he consigns to fiction he depreciates desire and
promotes jouissance he rejects being which is mere semblance henology the doctrine of the one here outclasses ontology the
theory of being what about the symbolic order nothing more than the reiteration of the one in the real hence the abandoning of
graphs and topological surfaces in favour of knots made of rings of string each of which is an unlinked one recall that seminar
xviii sighed for a discourse that would not be semblance well with seminar xix we have an attempt at a discourse that would
take its point of departure in the real the radical thought of modern uni dividualism jacques alain miller



The Later Lacan 2012-02-01
this book is a close reading of jacques lacan s seminal essay the agency of the letter in the unconscious or reason since freud
selected for the particular light it casts on lacan s complex relation to linguistics psychoanalysis and philosophy it clarifies the
way lacan renews or transforms the psychoanalytic field through his diversion of saussure s theory of the sign his radicalization
of freud s fundamental concepts and his subversion of dominant philosophical values the authors argue however that lacan s
discourse is marked by a deep ambiguity while he invents a new language he nonetheless maintains the traditional
metaphysical motifs of systemacity foundation and truth

Jacques Lacan and Cinema 2018-04-24

Jacques Lacan 1999

...or Worse 2022-11-10

The Title of the Letter 1992-01-01
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